Instructions for Assembly – EZ HANG Deck Chair

Regarding any questions about our products please contact your sales rep. or visit our website.

www.ezhangchairs.com

Assembly

Chair parts. Including:

a. Chair

b. Footrest with rope attached (1)

c. Cup Holder (1)

d. Happy Bag (1)

e. Hardware pack (1)

Chase lounge can either be extended out or tucked under the chair. If you desire it tucked under simply use the two clips provided. When tucked under use regular footrest.

Eye lag Installation

Locate ceiling joist (by Stud Finder or tapping and verifying with a small nail.) Be sure to locate exact center. Using a 3/16” (3mm) wood drill bit, drill a hole (approx. 4” (10CM) deep) perpendicular to the ceiling. Screw in the two supplied eye lags until all threads have
disappeared into the joist. Do not loosen or adjust once in place.

**Important:** Hole must be directly in the center of the stud for full weight bearing capacity. Spinning or swinging could loosen and compromise the eyebolt strength.

**Fine tuning adjustment:** Your chair can be adjusted back and forward by manipulating the side ropes on the overhead square bar. The plastic clips must be on the backside of the square bar and must sit tight against the square bar once the re-cline has been set. This will stabilize your pitch. More rope towards the front tilts the chair forward resulting in a more upright position. More rope towards the back results in a more reclined position. Periodically check plastic clips for re-establishing position.

**Disclaimer**
Please note: EZ HANG CHAIRS and all agents or representatives thereof cannot assume responsibility for special, indirect, or consequential damages or contingent liability for use of this product in a manner not expressly intended by the manufacturer. End consumer is ultimately responsible for verifying proper installation of eye-lag/hook assembly according to guidelines explained here within.

**Adjusting the EZ Hang Deck Chair**

(1) Raise or lower the height at the eyebolt, via the overhead knot.

(2) To adjust the incline, remove the overhead dowel. Move the brake back or forward equally on each side. Insert overhead dowel back into holder.

**To fit optional armrest**

(1) Stand in front of chair and remove right front dowel from
holder.

(2) Slip short-sided webbing loop firmly over renowned dowel built-end. Make sure that webbing is taught and flat against the dowel. (Arc of armrest must face inward to the chair).

(3) Insert dowel back into holder firmly
(4) Repeat same procedure on right hand rear dowel and on the opposite side.

**Washing and care instructions**

Using soft brush and warm soap water scrub where dirty. Allow to dry on flat surface. **Not machine washable.**

**Important Reminders**

(1) The eyebolt must be screwed completely into a pre-drilled 3/16 hole failure to adhere to this could result in injury.

(2) The EZ Hang Original is mildew resistant but will fade in sunlight over time. We recommend storing the chair in the carry bag when not using for extended periods.

(3) Spinning or swinging in both the chair and the footrest are not recommended. The eyebolt may loosen resulting in injury. Do not hang or pull on overhead dowel.

Regarding any questions about our products please contact your sales rep. or visit our website.
www.ezhangchairs.com